BUSY WALK-IN/ FAMILY PRACTICE IN TORONTO

A great opportunity for family physicians to relocate their practice to an amazing area or new graduates starting to build their own practice.

Clinic located in a densely populated area. It is a highly successful location surrounded with a Grocery store, Pharmacy, Coffee Shop, Fast foods, dental clinic as well as a variety of stores within the plaza

- Collegial and collaborative environment
- EMR
- Family Health Group benefits available
- Option to do walk-in, while establishing family practice
- Create your own work schedule - flexible days/hours
- Diverse, cultural under-serviced area
- Part time/ Full Time
- New residential/housing establishments on the rise thereby guaranteeing steady progression of patients
- Huge demand area - no current doctors rostering
- Weekend bonuses
- Clinic Open 7 days a week
- Pre-registered list of patients and families actively looking for a family doctor and growing

If you are interested or know of a physician who may be interested, kindly contact us at pmc1265@gmail.com.